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Abstract. \Ve point-out and correct some crroneous beliefs associated
with the quantum solution of the hydrogen atom in one dimensiono We
show that no state of ¡nfinite energy exist in the problem. \Ve argue
against a widely spread belief on the supersymmetric nature pf this
system. In particular, we show that the one-dimensional Coulomb po-
tential is not its own supersymmetric partner.

PACS: 03.65.Ge; 03.65.Ca

1. Introduction

Recently [1,10,15,19,20,22], thcre has bren a great interest in the use oC super-
symmetric ideas and techniques [2] in nonrclativistic quantum mechanics. Among
the examples discussed in this context, the problem oC an atom in an external
magnetic ficld has been studicd frequcntly, spccialIy in thc limit of an infinite1y
strong field 110,19]. In this case the problem is completely equivalent to thc so called
ane-dimensional hydrogen atom {3,14,17], a system described by the Hamiltonian
(in atomic units: h = me = e = 1)

p' 1
II = ---.

2 Ixl (1 )

The hydrogen atom in one dimension has becn studied due to the very peculiar and
interesting features of its quantum solution [3-12,16,18] arising fram the singular
nature of 11. The singularity has caused a great deal oC conCusion on the properties oC
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its spectrum. For example, it has beeo argued that this is the ooly system in which
the non-degeoeracy theorem for the bound states oC one-dimensional systems is
violated [10]. Supersymmetry has beco invoked as the explanatíon oC the breakdown
of the non.degeneracy thoorem [10,19]. This is a typical example oC the crroncous
argumentatioos appeariog in recent works 00 the subjed. Our purpose here is to
point out and corred sorne of such misbelicfs.

The origin of most of the erroneous conclusions on the behaviour of the hydrogen
atom in one dimension is the bclief that its ground state is a nondcgenerate state
oí infinite binding energy [3,6,8-10,19]. Thc existen ce of this state together with the
twoíold degerieracy oí the excited levels has bren regarded as producing a supersym-
metric pattern in its energy spedrum [10,19]. Howev('r, this statcmcnt is not correct
sincc the allegcd ground state does not exist. Even when the nonexistence of the
ground state has been taken into account, it has been claimed that supersyrometry
is spontaneously broken [4,5], or that the one-dimensional Coulomb potential (13]
is its own supersymmetric partnet [9]. 30th oC these claims are also incorred as we
shall prove in ~hat follows.

2. On the infinite energy ground state

The belieC in an infinite energy ground state Cor the hydrogen atom in ooe dimension
can be traced back to Loudon's work [3] where a mistake in taking a limit gave birth
to it. But, if this state were to exist t1len the lIamiltonian operator oC the system
would become non-hermitian and hence 110twell defined in any quantum mechanical
seDse [4,5). \Ve have previously proved that sllch ground state cannat exist [7]. Out,
given the number oC poople still believing in its existence, we will next give a very
general prooC of the nonexistence of an)' state with infinitc energy in the hydrogen
atoro in one dimensiono The most dircct way oC doing this is to analize, as Loudon
originally did, the eigenstates oí the potcntial

-1
Vp(x) = -1 1-' p 2: O,

x + P
(2)

which, in the limit p -+ O, becomes the one-dimensional Coulomb potential. Thus,
we will study the Hamiltonian

p2 1
lf=----

2 Ixl + p'
(3)

and consider it as a fundion of the pararneter p. The first thing to notice is that
II (p) salisfies

l/(p) >"l/(O), (4 )

but, since the kinetic energy operator is positive definite, Uds means that the bound
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state energy levels must satisfy the inequality

1En(p) > --o
p

(5 )

This result proves our point.
The nonexistence of an infinitc cnergy ground statc can also be demonstrated

by a direct calculation: In thc limit p -+ O, the ground state oí the Hamiltonian (3)
has been shown lo be [31

WO(x) = lim o-I/'exp(-v'2lxl/o),n_O (6)

where we have introduced thc parameter 02 = -l/E. Using this cxpression, it
is vcry casy to show that the alleged ground statc vanishcs everywhere [7,11]. It is
somcwhat annoying that despite the proofs that have been given oí the nonexistence
oí such state [9,11,16], it continues to exist in the minds oí several authors.

3. Supersymmetry and the hydrogen atom in one dimension

It is not difficult to calculatc explicitly the supersymmetric partner oí the one-
dimensional Coulomb potential; to this end we recall [4] that the encrgy eigenvalues
oí the one-dimensional hydrogen atom are

1
En = -2n2' n = 1,2,3, ... (7)

The corresponding doubly degcncratc cigcnfunctions, which we give here foc the
sake oí complctcness, are [4]:

and

if x::: 0,
(8a)

ií x < O;

{
O

'¡';(x) =
2n -3/'( -1)"XL~~l (_2x/n)ex/n

ií x> O,

if x SO,
(8b)

where L~_l (x) is an associated Laguerre polynomial. Notice the vanishing oí the
eigeníundions at x = O, and the explicit separaiion bctwccn thc x > O and the
x < Orcgions which appears thcre. This me~ns, in fact, that ncither the tP~states
can be defined for x < 0, nor lhe ,¡,;;. slales can be defined for x > ° (5,18J.
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As the ground state energy is El = -1/2, it suffices to write an energy-shiCted
Coulomb potelltial

l 1
V,(x) = -~ + 2 (9 )

to assure the non-negativity oC the problem's spl'Ctrum. Now, the equation Cor the
superpotential is [I51

W'(x) + W'(x) + 2V,(x) = O,

solving it, we obtain lV(x) as

l
W(x) = - - sgn(x),

x

From this, the partner potential is easily Cound to he

1 l 1
Vp(x) = -~ + x' + 2'

(lO)

(II)

(12)

This result shows cxplicitly that the one-dimensional Coulomb patential is not its
own supersymmctric partner. Bcsides, a..."potential (9) admit normalizable states oC
zera energy [4,8], the hydrogcn atoll1 in one dimellsion cannot be considercd as a
system in which supersyrnmetry is spontanrously hroken (15j.

4. (onclusion

The argumcnts givcn in this work, ta.ken toget!ler w¡th previous rcsults [4]' show
that aH the states oC the hydrogcn atom in one dimellsion are dcgcneratc and oC
finite energy. Tilercfore, as long as tlwir cigenfunctions are rcquircd to vanish at
x == 0, wc can ascertain the lIermiticity of its lIamiltonian [.1.7,91. In Cad, the
vanishing oC eigenfunctions at the origin is intimately related to ane of the most
curious features of the one-dimensional hydragen atom, n••rnely the absence of even
or odd eigellstates [4J despite oC the ahvious syrnllH'try of its lIarniltonian. A lack
of understanding of this Cact ha..."producM a long controvcrsy on the propcrties oC
it.s solution [3-9,11,12,16]. As Nlí,iC'.l Y¿'pez el al. llave shown recently 15,18], such
spontaneous breaking of parity is a consequcncc of a dynarnically induccd superse-
lectian rule operating 00 the systetn. This rule is abo the cause oC the breakdown oC
the non-degeneracy theorern, which is in no way rclatcd to supcrsyrnmctry !21]. \Ve
have ealculated the supersyrnrnetrie parln~r of the -I/Ixl potential and have found
that supersyrnmetry cannot be broken in the hydrogen atom io one dimcnsion -as
a glaoce to the forro of W (x) suffices to show.
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Resumen. Señalamos y corregimos algunos de los errores en que se
ha incurrido al resolver el problema del átomo de hidrógeno unidimen-
sional. Demostramos que ningún estado de ~ste tiene energía de enlace
infinita. Damos argumentos que contradicen el punto de vista usual
sobre la naturaleza supNsimétrica del sistema. Demostramos, en par-
ticular, que el potencial unidimensional de Coulomb no es igual a su
compañero supersimétrico.




